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HOW A ROUTINE SCREEN CAN
SAVE YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS
Fit for duty testing (FFD) is a fantastic tool for employers because it
qualifies the safety of the employee to return to regular or modified duty as
relates to the essential functions of the job. However, if the employee
cannot meet their job demands, the solution often is to send them back to
the doctor for more treatment, place them on light duty, etc. Up until
recently, there was no system in place to determine if the employee is selflimited in their effort, rather than demonstrating a full maximum effort.

Our Services:
 Functional Capacity
Evaluations
 Work Conditioning
 Job Analyses
 Fit for Duty Testing
 Employment Testing

At Job Ready Services, we have several methods built into our FFD testing
to quantify a person’s sincerity of effort as a normal part of our test. If any
inconsistencies are identified, we can ask the employer for permission to
expand our testing and utilize the X-RTS testing method to determine
within 99.5% accuracy if someone is giving their best effort or voluntarily
exaggerating a disability. That report can then be sent to the individual’s
doctor, the insurance carrier, and supervisor and may help stop a costly
claim before it starts.
Recently, a client came into Job Ready with exaggerated symptoms from a
‘work-related” injury. The staff was very sympathetic with this man who
was demonstrating significant pain behaviors, but a routine screen
produced some startling results. After contracting the employer and
explaining the situation, he agreed to a full sincerity of effort examination.
In the end, the testing revealed that there was a 1 in 10,000,000 chance
that the employee was actually giving a full effort, and numerous
inconsistencies were documented throughout the appointment. While the
expanded test does have an additional cost, that one avoided claim will
more than pay for the employer’s testing during the years to come.
A question arose after this test as to the legality of presenting the employer
all of the collected data because the collected data included other areas of
the body outside of the injured area. Another case concerning workers
compensation, Georgia Pacific v Indergard, had been derailed by an FCE
that collected medical data that was not consistent with the area of injury.
After consulting our legal experts, it was revealed that sincerity of effort IS
an essential job function and can ALWAYS be required of any employee.

This expanded sincerity of effort testing is not limited to employers’ fit for duty testing. It is
already utilized as part of our functional capacity evaluation and, as warranted, our work
conditioning evaluations, but it can also be done as an independent test. Doctors or adjusters
who order an FCE for sincerity of effort testing alone may waste money or time due to
extraneous measures and lengthy medical history interviews involved in the FCE.
If there is ever a question of someone’s sincerity of effort and no need for a full FCE, please
contact us at 919-256-1400 or visit our website for more information.
-Submitted by Caitlyn Turner, Technician, and Kathryn Willamor, Office Manager at Job
Ready Services

APRIL LUNCH & LEARN
Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:00-1:00 at Job Ready office
Speaker: Debra Lord, PT, President of Job Ready Services
Topic: The Forensics of the FCE
Learn how to educate doctors about an invalid FCE and what it really means to be
“invalid”. Learn how to prevent unnecessary disability from misreading or misinterpreting the
FCE.
Cost: $12.00
To register, please call or email Michelle Morgan at michelle.morgan@
jobreadyservices.net , or visit our website at www.jobreadyservices.net .
2300 Westinghouse Blvd.
Suite 107
Raleigh, NC 27604
PHONE:
(919) 256-1400
FAX:
(919) 256-1403

NO FOOLING!
Happy Anniversary to Job Ready Services!
On April 1, 2014 we will be 8 years old.

E-MAIL:
michelle.morgan@
jobreadyservices.net
WEBSITE:
www.jobreadyservices.net
TWITTER:
JobReadySvcs

We have Spanish-speaking
staff for daily work
conditioning visits.

A NOTE ABOUT WORK CONDITIONING
Do most people just work 2 or 3 days per week? Then why would you want an injured
worker to attend WORK conditioning only 2 or 3 days per week? A daily program of
progressive exercises and job specific tasks, will provide the injured worker an
opportunity to build endurance, confidence and learn how to prevent re-injury as well
as manage flare-ups at work. Documentation should include the worker’s progress as
well as sustainability. This is a valuable, yet underused tool for return to work – don’t
forget about it!

